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Abstract: Survey data regularly show that assessments of current and expected future economic 
performance are more positive when a respondent’s partisanship matches that of the President. To 
determine if this is a survey artifact or something deeper, we investigate whether partisanship is 
associated with behavioral differences in economic decisions. We construct a new dataset of county-level 
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following a presidential election is correlated with a county’s partisan complexion, a result consistent 
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validate surveys as a method for studying political behavior. 
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Since the publication of The American Voter, partisanship has been a central organizing concept 

in the study of political behavior. Perhaps the most enduring contribution of the “Michigan School” is the 

claim that political attitudes and behaviors are powerfully shaped by longstanding and stable partisan 

attachments (Campbell et al. 1960). Prior to Campbell et al., researchers had already noted that voters do, 

in fact, support the same party in most elections. A sufficient explanation for this is, as Key puts it, that 

they have made a “standing decision” for that party (e.g., Key and Munger 1959). The American Voter 

goes considerably further, however, to claim that stable voting is due to a partisan identity that shapes 

multiple attitudes and behaviors. In the Michigan view, a citizen’s basic partisan orientation solidifies by 

early adulthood, and partisanship subsequently shapes how all new political information is interpreted. 

Partisanship serves as a “perceptual screen through which the individual tends to see what is favorable to 

his partisan orientation” (Campbell et al. 1960, 133). In combination, the persistence of partisanship and 

its ability to shape perceptions suggest that long ago events that determine partisanship have a causal 

effect on a citizen’s current beliefs and behavior. 

This is an arresting and important claim. However, evidence for this expansive view of 

partisanship has never been fully convincing, in large part because that evidence consists of self reports of 

attitudes that cannot be verified against actual behaviors. In this paper, we develop a test of partisanship 

that involves observable behavior other than voting. In particular, we test whether partisan voters, who 

routinely tell pollsters that the economy is performing better when their party holds the White House, 

follow up their survey optimism with higher levels of actual consumer spending. We find evidence that 

suggests they do. 

There is ample survey evidence confirming both the persistence of partisanship and its power in 

explaining political behavior and assessments of the economy (e.g., Wlezien, Franklin, and Twiggs 1997; 

Bartels 2000, 2002; Erikson 2004; Evans and Andersen 2006). Focusing on the last item, partisan 

divergence in assessments of the national economy provides evidence consistent with partisanship’s role 

as a powerful “perceptual screen.” The President’s partisans both are more optimistic about the 

prospective performance of the national economy and, perhaps more strikingly, provide more sanguine 
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responses to factual questions about objective economic conditions, than members of the opposition 

party. These patterns provide strong support in the survey context for the general contention that 

partisanship shapes the way citizens see the world of politics and public affairs. In short, this evidence 

portrays partisan voters as individuals who tend to see what they wish to see. 

The unanswered question, therefore, is not whether partisanship affects survey response, but 

rather how these data should be interpreted. Do partisans really see different worlds, or are they just 

answering survey questions differently? It is well known that survey responses are sometimes unstable 

and inaccurate, and there are clear psychological (and perhaps political) incentives to shape those 

responses to portray your party in a favorable light. Political “cheerleading” in survey evaluations of the 

economy, in particular, is sensitive to context and individual differences: It increases when partisan cues 

are primed (Sears and Lau 1983; Lau, Sears, and Jessor 1990; Palmer and Duch 2001; Wilcox and 

Wlezien 1996), decreases when material incentives discourage misreporting (Prior 2007), and is more 

common among citizens with high levels of political knowledge (Shani 2009). More generally, the 

prevalence of survey misreporting provides a reasonable basis for skepticism about whether survey 

responses are accurate measures of beliefs and attitudes that affect political and social behavior. We 

therefore seek to determine whether partisanship affects the response to political information outside of 

the survey context. 

In particular, we provide a behavioral test of the claim that partisanship is a “perceptual screen” 

through which political information is processed. Rather than relying on potentially inaccurate survey 

reports, we focus instead on citizens’ consumption as a measure of their true economic attitudes and 

examine how consumption changes in response to new political information. Employing a dataset of 

county-level taxable sales from 1990 to 2006, we test whether changes in local consumption following 

presidential elections correspond to those areas’ partisan leanings. If, all else equal, Democrats believe the 

economy will do better (worse) when a Democrat (Republican) holds power, one would expect that 

Democratic areas would increase (decrease) their consumption following a Democratic (Republican) 

victory in a presidential election contest. This approach therefore allows us to assess whether the 
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economic decisions of citizens are consistent with the patterns of partisan divergence found in survey 

assessments of the economy. If the behavioral data (i.e., costly consumption decisions rather than costless 

survey responses) do not conform to this prediction, then it is possible that the whole constellation of 

partisan patterns in survey reports might be dismissed as mere words. 

To provide a clear intuition for our empirical expectations, we present a theoretical model of 

consumption based on partisan differences in beliefs about economic performance when each party 

controls the presidency. We present a model of how partisan expectations lead to different consumption 

patterns and describe several important predictions emerging from this model: (1) Local consumption will 

increase more after an election when local partisanship and post-election partisan control of the 

presidency align than when they are in conflict and (2) Changes in consumption will occur immediately 

after the election, rather than after shifts in policy, leadership, or staffing occur. Our empirical findings 

generally confirm these expectations. We find a substantively large and statistically significant 

relationship between changes in consumption and local partisanship following presidential elections. 

Across a variety of model specifications, we find evidence that consumption increases in areas allied with 

the winning presidential candidate and decreases in those areas where affiliations lie with the losing 

candidate. Further, this change occurs prior to actual changes in control of government (and therefore 

policy). 

The variation in consumption we measure is consistent with partisan differences in the expected 

economic consequences of elections as expressed in surveys. At the same time, the correlation between 

changes in consumption and the concordance between local partisanship and election outcomes may 

reflect not simply differences in expected economic performance associated with partisanship, but also 

expected distributional consequences that are correlated with partisanship. To clarify the relative 

contribution of these two mechanisms to changes in consumption following elections, we conduct 

additional analysis to determine whether it is partisanship per se that explains the patterns we observe. 

We analyze consumption patterns in areas where partisanship is at odds with many traditional measures 

of partisan differences in expected policy benefits. Additionally, we identify measures for a wide variety 
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of distributional concerns. In both cases, we demonstrate that the patterns of partisan difference in 

consumption we identify are, at most, only partially explained by these measures of alternative 

mechanisms.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first review the literature and then 

present the aforementioned model linking partisan-tinged economic expectations and election outcomes 

to consumption. Next we describe the data and results. We present both the basic findings and a collection 

of robustness tests. Finally, we describe the implications and limitations of our evidence. For instance, 

one limitation of our empirical test is that while our predictions are at the individual level, we only have 

data on consumption at the county level. We discuss several additional issues, including alternative 

interpretations of the findings in light of the magnitude of the empirical estimates, the importance of 

additional research using individual level data, and the use of party vote shares as a proxy for geographic 

variation in partisanship. We also provide some ideas for how these and other related issues might be 

addressed in future research. 

Section 1: Review of Literature on Partisanship and Economic Perceptions 

A substantial body of survey evidence shows that perceptions of the economy are correlated with 

partisanship. Survey responses to a broad range of questions about economic performance are more 

positive when the respondent’s partisanship matches that of the current President. For example, Conover, 

Feldman, and Knight show that partisanship affects both prospective and retrospective evaluations of 

economic performance (1986, 1987). More recent work has confirmed the relationship between 

partisanship and economic assessments (e.g., Bartels 2000, 2002, 2006; Duch, Palmer, and Anderson 

2000; Evans and Anderson 2006; Hetherington 1996; Ladner and Wlezien 2007; Prior 2007; Lewis-Beck 

et al. 2008, ch. 13; Wilcox and Wlezien 1996; Wlezien, Franklin, and Twiggs 1997). The strength and 

regularity of this pattern is easily observed in surveys. For example, Figure 1 shows the relationship 

between party identification and retrospective evaluations of economic performance in the American 

National Election Studies (ANES) from 1980-2000. The data show a clear pattern; the party of the 

President typically has a strong effect on how those attached to a party evaluate the past year’s economic 
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performance. When the President is a Democrat, Democratic identifiers are more positive than 

Republicans and this pattern is reversed when the President is a Republican. 

<Figure 1 about here> 

Some partisan differences in assessment of economic performance might arise if partisans use 

different criteria to evaluate economic performance (e.g., if Republicans worried about inflation, while 

Democrats were concerned about growth). However, Bartels (2002) provides interesting examples of how 

partisans differ in their assessments of “objective” conditions. In the 1988 ANES, respondents were asked 

whether “compared to 1980, the level of unemployment in the country has gotten better, stayed the same, 

or gotten worse?” A similar question was asked about inflation. During this period, the national economy 

showed substantial improvement on both measures, with unemployment dropping from 7.1% to 5.5% and 

inflation decreasing by nearly 10 percentage points (from 13.5 to 4.1). Despite these improvements, 

however, only about 30% of strong Democrats responded that unemployment was better than in 1980, in 

contrast to over 80% of strong Republicans. Similarly, only about 20% of strong Democrats said inflation 

was better, versus 70% of strong Republicans (Bartels 2002, Figure 3). 

Most studies demonstrating partisan differences in evaluations of the economy rely on cross 

sectional data. It is therefore possible that these studies yield misleading results due to unobserved 

differences across respondents that are correlated with both partisanship and economic assessments. For 

example, under a Republican president, Democrats may experience an objectively poorer local economy 

than Republicans, but the survey analyst may be unable to observe this context directly. Even panel 

studies in which the same individuals are interviewed over time may be subject to this criticism if the time 

between interviews is large and changes in local and personal economic conditions are correlated with 

partisanship. Recent work by Gerber and Huber (2008), however, addresses this concern. Using a panel 

design, they measured respondents’ economic forecasts and intended spending on particular goods 

immediately prior to and after the 2006 Congressional election in which Democrats retook control of the 

House and Senate. They find that the change in party control of Congress immediately led partisans to 

revise both their expectations for national economic performance (following the shift to Democratic 
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control, Democrats became more optimistic, Republicans less optimistic) and their intended spending 

plans. 

 In sum, there is a broad range and large volume of evidence showing a link between partisanship 

and economic perceptions in the survey context. Nonetheless, an important next step is to see whether this 

divergence in survey responses translate into actual behavior. There are compelling reasons to be 

suspicious about the link between survey response and economic evaluations, as well as more general 

concerns about the accuracy of survey-based measures of political behavior. First, respondents may 

answer questions, consciously or unconsciously, to convey their general support for a party. If a 

respondent wishes to send a clear message of partisan support through his or her responses, there will be 

an inclination to stay “on message” by registering apparently uniform support rather than real 

ambivalence (Festinger 1957). This pattern might also arise for more conscious reasons if a respondent 

considers how her survey response might subsequently be used. If the survey may be made public, there 

will be a temptation to answer questions in a way that portrays the respondent’s party more favorably to 

other persuadable citizens (e.g., Meirowitz 2005). 

Second, the design of political surveys may encourage respondents to avoid cognitive 

inconsistency and engage in partisan “cheerleading” in their evaluations of the economy. If questions 

about the economy are embedded in a political survey, this might heighten a respondent’s awareness of 

the political implications of responses, or items may be heard by the respondent as questions about the 

current administration. In this way, political surveys may prime partisanship in survey response. There is 

evidence that these general concerns are particularly relevant in this application. Asking political 

questions prior to economic ones increases the correlation between partisanship and subjective economic 

evaluations (Sears and Lau 1983; Lau, Sears, and Jessor 1990; Palmer and Duch 2001, Wilcox and 

Wlezien 1996), and the tendency to “cheerlead” is diminished when respondents are financially rewarded 

for factually accurate responses (Prior 2007). 

More generally, survey evidence has its limits. Survey responses may be unstable over time (e.g., 

Converse 1964), influenced by perceptions of the social desirability of various answers (e.g., Berinsky 
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1999), and are sensitive to question wording, ordering, and other survey design features (e.g., Lacy 2001). 

Misreporting of previous behavior is also common (Vavreck 2007; Anderson and Silver 1986; Silver, 

Anderson, and Abramson 1986; Traugott and Katosh 1979). These concerns suggest the wisdom of 

seeking evidence of partisan differences in behavior outside of the survey context. Particularly promising 

are data that would allow observing some action whose costliness should minimize incentives that may 

lead to distortions in (costless) survey reports. 

Section 2: A Model of How Partisanship Affects Consumption After Elections 

In Section 3 we investigate whether consumption data support the claim that partisans act on 

different beliefs about future economic performance. Our data analysis will focus on how consumption 

shifts in response to the presidential election outcome. To provide a clear basis for our subsequent 

discussion, we present a simple formal model of how consumption reacts to learning which party will 

hold political power when partisans hold different beliefs about the effect of each party’s governance on 

the national economy. This section derives the predictions which we investigate in Section 3. 

Our analysis is based on a three period life-cycle model. Citizen’s select how much to consume in 

each of three periods (C1, C2, C3) subject to a budget constraint, C1 + C2 + C3 = Y, where Y equals 

expected lifetime income.1 The election takes place immediately prior to period 2. Let YJ|K be the total 

income a citizen of party J receives when party K wins the election. For simplicity, we assume citizens 

and politicians are either (D)emocrats or (R)epublicans. 

                                                      

1 For ease of exposition, consumption sums to expected income rather than realized income. The aim of 
the model is to generate predictions about consumption just before and after an election. If citizens have 
divergent expectations for economic performance, then at some point at least some citizens will need to 
adjust their consumption plans in light of actual outcomes. This accounts for the qualification of the 
empirical prediction regarding the longevity of partisan effects on economic decisions following the 
election. In the theoretical presentation, it is assumed that this reconciliation occurs outside of the 
timeframe we focus on in our data analysis. This issue could easily be addressed in our model by adding 
an additional period (period 4) and having “reality” force a reconciliation of expected and actual income 
at the end of period 3, prior to the period 4 consumption decision. Given the assumptions made here, in 
this expanded model, consumption in periods 1 through 3 would not be affected by this change. Expected 
period 4 consumption (prior to the revelation of information after period 3) would be equal to actual 
consumption in periods 2 and 3, and the budget would be balanced over the citizen’s lifetime by adjusting 
actual period 4 consumption to the level set by the realized income shock. 
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In period 1, because the election has not yet taken place, there is uncertainty about Y. Define 0 ≤ 

p ≤ 1 as the common prior probability the Democratic candidate wins the election. When the citizen is a 

Democrat, expected income prior to the election is therefore: 

E(YD) = p YD|D + (1- p) YD|R = p DD + YD|R, 

where DL = YJ=L|K=L –YJ=L| K≠L, the differential effect of partisan control on expected income, is how much 

greater a citizen of party L’s income is when party L wins the election rather then the other party. 

Analogously, expected income prior to the election for a Republican is: 

E(YR) = p YR|D + (1- p) YR|R = - p DR + YR|R. 

A citizen selects consumption to maximize expected utility subject to the budget constraint. 

Formally, the citizen’s problem is: 

Max EU(C) 

w.r.t. C1, C2(D), C2(R), C3(D), C3(R) 

s.t. C1 + C2(D) + C3(D) = YJ|D, C1 + C2(R) + C3(R) = YJ|R, 

where Ct(L) is consumption in stage t in the event party L wins the election. 

The optimal consumption plan maximizes expected utility given the information available at each 

point in time. Since consumption for periods 2 and 3 occurs following the election, there are five different 

consumption levels in a complete consumption plan. The optimal plan can be determined by working 

backward from period 3. When the stage utility to consumption, U(Ct), is quadratic, the optimal 

consumption plan can be solved for analytically and takes a simple form. Let U(Ct) = A Ct – B Ct
2, where 

A > 0 and B > 0. We provide an appendix that shows how to calculate the optimal consumption plan. The 

utility maximizing consumption plan for a Democratic partisan is: 

C1 = E(YD)/3, 

C2(D) = C3(D) = E(YD)/3 + (1-p) DD/2, 

C2(R) = C3(R) = E(YD)/3 – p DD/2, 

and the optimal consumption plan for a Republican partisan is: 

C1 = E(YR)/3, 
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C2(D) = C3(D) = E(YR)/3 - (1-p) DR/2, 

C2(R) = C3(R) = E(Y R)/3 + p DR/2. 

 The optimal consumption plan has two interesting features. First, consumption levels in period 2 

and 3 are equal. Following the election the agent must decide how to allocate a given amount of income 

to each of the two remaining periods. Since the utility function is concave, there is diminishing marginal 

utility of income. Any allocation other than equal division can be improved by shifting consumption from 

the high consumption period to the low one. Second, as long as the election outcome has income 

consequences (DL, the differential effect of partisan control on expected income, is not equal to zero), 

consumption adjusts after the election unless p equals 1 or 0. To understand the specific amount of this 

adjustment, consider the case of a Democrat deciding on post-election consumption. Following a 

Democratic win, uncertainty regarding the election outcome is resolved. Income is now expected to be 

higher than the pre-election expectation by the amount (1-p) DD, which is the probability the Republican 

would win the election times the income advantage of having a Democrat in office rather than a 

Republican. This “windfall” is, for the reason explained in the previous point, then divided equally across 

the two post election periods of consumption. 

In Section 3 we examine empirically how consumption changes between the period before (t=1) 

and the one after (t=2) the election. Using the results for the optimal consumption plan, the change in 

consumption for a Democrat following a Democratic victory is (1-p) DD/2, and after a Republican win it 

is –p DD/2. Likewise for a Republican, the change in consumption following a Democratic victory is -(1-

p) DR/2 and after a Republican win it is p DR/2. In an area with a mixture of Democratic and Republican 

citizens, the change in aggregate consumption caused by a Democratic win is therefore: 

[(1-p)/2] * [α DD - (1-α) DR] = [(1-p)/2] ([α (DD + DR)] - DR), 

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is the proportion of Democrats in the area. When a Republican wins, the change in local 

consumption is instead: 

[-p/2] * [α DD - (1-α) DR] = [-p/2] ([α (DD + DR)] - DR). 
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According to survey evidence, Democratic identifiers think the economy will improve when a 

Democrat rather than a Republican wins the election, and Republican identifiers think the economy will 

be better when a Republican rather than a Democrat wins. This implies YD|D > YD|R and YR|R > YR|D, in 

which case DD > 0 and DR > 0. Note that if, instead, neither Democratic nor Republican identifiers really 

think that the election will affect their income, then DD = DR = 0. In that case, there will be no systematic 

relationship between partisan mix and consumption, because the election outcome does not affect 

expected income. 

We now summarize our conclusions, which follow immediately from the analysis. There is a 

change in local consumption (C2 – C1), which occurs immediately following the election. This change is a 

positive (negative) linear function of the proportion of Democratic citizens (α) when the Democrat 

(Republican) wins the election. This is the main prediction of the model. It is a striking feature of the life-

cycle model that the change in consumption occurs as soon as expected future income changes. We 

predict that consumption will change in the period immediately following the election, even though, 

during the sample period, the election will not cause any change in federal policy, the economy, or 

household income. An additional result is that the change in consumption is a move to a new 

consumption level, not a one time surge or reduction. Consumption will remain elevated (or depressed) in 

all periods (C2, C3) following the election, until some new event occurs to cause subsequent re-

adjustment. This second prediction is somewhat difficult to test, since it depends on the definition of a 

“new event.” If the new event is the disclosure of information about how the economy is really doing, it is 

possible that once several months have passed citizens will, regardless of their partisanship, adjust their 

consumption to what is actually happening in the economy.2 

                                                      

2 An additional implication, which we do not test in this paper, is that the magnitude of the change in 
consumption is a function of expectations about the outcome of the Presidential election. Relatively large 
changes in consumption follow an election whose outcome is a surprise. The change in consumption 
following a Democratic win is larger (smaller) when p is smaller (larger). The change in consumption 
following a Republican win is larger (smaller) when p is larger (smaller). We do not test this prediction 
here because, for the changes in consumption we study, the elections were all similarly uncertain during 
the 3rd quarter (July-September) of the election year. 
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Our theoretical predictions about consumption changes follow when: 1) partisans believe that 

their income will be higher when their party holds the presidency and 2) consumption is based on 

expected lifetime income. Previous theoretical and empirical work has confirmed the basic claim that 

optimism about the economy is associated with increased consumption (e.g., Blanchard and Fischer 1989; 

Ljungqvist and Sargent 2004; Carroll, Fuhrer, and Wilcox 1994).  

In the next section we investigate whether the consumption changes following the most recent 

presidential elections are consistent with predictions that follow from taking the partisan pattern in survey 

responses seriously. Before proceeding, we note that our predictions follow when there are partisan 

differences in economic expectations; isolating what causes partisan differences in expected income 

following an election, and in particular the role of partisanship relative to class and other differences, 

requires additional analysis. Partisan expectations may stem from different partisan beliefs regarding the 

national economy, a pattern apparent in survey responses. But they could also be based on expectations 

about the distributional consequences of the parties’ economic programs, programs which might tend to 

favor their own partisans. There are a broad range of policy areas (e.g., agricultural programs, assistance 

for the elderly, etc.) where the party of the President might be expected to lead to differences in policies 

that affect individual income, holding the health of the national economy constant. These differences in 

anticipated targeted costs and benefits, which we label distributional policy, may be correlated with local 

partisanship. In the empirical work that follows, we attempt to account for those factors that predict likely 

changes in those sorts of policies in order to distinguish differences in expected distributional benefits 

from differences in expected economic performance. 

Section 3: Data and Results 

Section 3.1 Data 

The dataset for our analysis was created by merging information about local sales with local 

political and demographic information. Specifically, we collected records of local (county, township, or 
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local economic area) taxable sales for all states recording these figures on a monthly or quarterly basis for 

a period spanning at least two presidential elections. For convenience, we refer to these local areas as 

counties, which they are for all states other than Maine and Vermont. (In most cases, this is a statewide 

retail sales tax. In other states it is local option sales tax that is widespread in its adoption.) We were able 

to obtain data from 26 states. The period of our data collection, the number of local area units for which 

we have obtained data, and the type of tax in place are listed in Table 1.3 

<Table 1 about here> 

The taxable sales data were then merged with information about local partisanship and local 

demographics. Following previous research, we measure local partisanship using the Democratic share of 

the two-party presidential vote (e.g., Canes-Wrone, Cogan, and Brady 2002; Ansolabehere, Snyder and 

Stewart 2001). Vote share is thought to be a highly accurate proxy for local partisanship (Levendusky, 

Pope, and Jackman 2008) and our own analysis of the National Annenberg Election Survey (NAES) 

confirms this.4 We average the county Democratic presidential vote share over 1992-2004 to minimize 

the effect of short run forces and base our measure on the years 1992-2004 because they are likely to be 

more accurate proxies for county partisanship during the period covered by our study than are earlier 

election results. For cases where our records of taxable sales were obtained at the county level, this 

matching process is straightforward. In Maine and Vermont, however, our data on taxable sales are from 

                                                      

3 This is a census of states with sales tax data recoverable. There is no apparent geographic or attrition 
bias. 
4 No survey is large enough to provide an accurate direct measure of county partisanship for the majority 
of counties in our sample. To evaluate the correlation between average presidential vote share and 
partisanship we calculated average county partisanship (+2=Strong Dem., +1=Weak/Lean Dem., 
0=Independent, -1=Weak/Lean Rep., -2=Strong Rep.) using the large 2000 NAES survey (N=51,000) and 
found that county level partisanship was strongly correlated with the average 1992-2004 presidential vote 
share. Specifically, in this analysis, which weights by the number of survey observations per county and 
encompasses 2,842 counties, the coefficient on the average Democratic presidential vote share is 2.56 (p-
value < .0001). This implies, on average, a .10 shift in vote share moves the mean partisanship by .256, or 
about 28% of one standard deviation of observed county partisanship. Larger effects (coefficient = 2.74) 
are found if we restrict the analysis to the 424 counties with N>25 survey observations. 
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Economic Summary Areas and towns, respectively. In those two states, we estimated area-level election 

outcomes by matching these areas to town-level election data.5 

Records of taxable sales are a valuable measure of local consumer behavior. We wish to note, 

however, some potential limitations of these data. First, not all taxable sales are to consumers residing in 

the area where the retail transaction takes place. For example, citizens living in the suburbs of Chicago 

(e.g., in Du Page, Lake, and Will counties) may travel to Chicago (in Cook county) to make purchases. 

Records of those sales will appear as occurring from a relatively Democratic area, when in fact the 

individuals making those purchases who are from less-Democratic areas are more likely to be Republican. 

Insofar as such cross-county consumption weakens the link between our measure of the partisanship of 

the consumer and consumption, such measurement error is likely to attenuate correlations between local 

partisanship and local consumption.6 7 

The second concern is misreporting of the location and timing of retail sales. The most basic 

problem is that sales may be reported in a period after they took place. So, for example, taxable sales 

figures for January may reflect sales from December of the prior year. We contacted the sources of our 

data and adjusted the reporting period to account for the period of actual sales. 

Two other concerns also remain, one relating to timing and another to the location of sales. 

Regarding the former, in most states small businesses are exempt from set schedules of monthly or 

quarterly reporting of taxable sales. According to state officials we interviewed, those small businesses 

that do not report according to the normal schedule usually choose to report once (in December) or twice 

(in June and December) a year. Our subsequent analysis employs reported sales in the 1st and 3rd quarter 

of each year, thus avoiding the potential artificial inflation of sales in the 2nd and 4th quarter. The latter 

concern arises because businesses with multiple locations in a state may be allowed under state law to 
                                                      

5 These election data are available only for 2000, so they appear only in Table 7, columns (6)-(7). 
6 The results reported below are similar if we exclude those very populous counties (e.g., major 
metropolitan centers) that are likely to draw consumers from many surrounding areas. 
7 A similar concern may arise when sales are to consumers residing out of state. In most states, however, 
those transactions are not taxed if the goods are shipped out of state and the retail establishment does not 
have an establishment in the receiving state. 
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report “consolidated filings,” which are sales figures for all of their establishments statewide. Fortunately, 

this does not appear to be a problem for the states whose data we analyzed, which generally require 

multiple-facility locations to report taxes for each location. More generally, as with misreporting of the 

time period of sales, these patterns are likely to attenuate finding the causal relationships we seek to 

estimate. 

Section 3.2 Analysis and Results 

Our analysis proceeds by examining whether changes in local consumer behavior are affected by 

partisanship. Specifically, we test whether there are partisan differences in changes from pre- to post-

election consumption following learning which party will control the government. The dependent variable 

for our analysis is the natural logarithmic transformation of the amount of taxable sales in an area in the 

1st quarter following an election divided by sales in the 3rd quarter of the prior (election) year. 

Specifically, if taxable sales in area i in quarter q of year t are given by Si,t,q, we calculate Log change in 

salesi,t = ln(Si,t+1,1/Si,t,3). We also calculate that figure for non-election years to allow for the inclusion of 

prior changes in sales as a control variable in our statistical analysis. 

We measure local partisanship as Democratic proportion 2-party votei = Dem. Votesi/(Dem. 

Votesi + Rep. Votesi) using county-level data from the 1992, 1996, 2000, and 2004 presidential elections. 

Additionally, we create an interaction between that measure and the party of the presidential winner, 

where Presidential Winnert = 1 if a Democrat wins the presidency (t=1992 and 1996) and -1 if a 

Republican does so (t=2000 and 2004). Summary statistics for model variables appear in Table 2. 

<Table 2 about here> 

The main predictions of our model are that there will be an immediate change in consumption 

following the presidential election and that this change will be correlated with county partisanship. A key 

advantage of our strategy of examining changes in consumption between periods that are just 3 months 

apart is that it is unlikely that important economic events in the 4th quarter would create a spurious 

relationship between partisanship and consumption changes. We account for nationwide trends in 
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economic conditions using a series of year specific indicators for each year with a presidential election 

(excluding 2004). Because counties differ in the natural seasonality of their consumption (due, e.g., to 

whether the economy is based heavily in warm weather agricultural activity), we allow each area to have 

a different average shift in consumption by including an indicator for each county. We note that the 

inclusion of this county fixed-effect also accounts for any other static feature of these areas, for example 

their partisanship and wealth, and so we need not include those measures directly in our subsequent 

statistical analysis. 

Additionally, in the specification we label Model (1) throughout the paper, we include state-year 

indicators (e.g., Texas 1992, Texas 1996, Texas 2000) for each state-year combination in our dataset. 

(Including state-year fixed effects obviates the need for separate year indicators.) This model allows 

individual states to have different average changes in consumption in each year and estimates the 

relationship between consumption changes and partisan voting patterns using the variation within each 

state-year. This approach removes substantial amounts of the variation in partisanship across states and 

consequently tends to increase the share of measurement error in the independent variable. As a result, 

this specification may produce estimates that underestimate the true effect. However, an advantage of 

using state-year fixed effects is that doing so reduces the risk that any results we observe are due to 

geographically correlated shocks to state-wide consumption due to, inter alia, natural disasters, weather, 

changes in policy or state-level election outcomes, or correlated measurement error at the state level. 

Finally, because there may be persistence in any deviation from average consumption (e.g., due to 

changes in gross patterns of economic activity), we include a measure of the lagged change in 

consumption behavior in the 3 years prior to the election year. Formally, we define YEAR as a vector of 

year indicators for each presidential election year, COUNTY as a vector of area-specific (e.g., counties or 

other sales tax areas) indicators, STATE-YEAR, as a vector of state-year indicators (e.g, each state in each 

year it is included in our dataset), and Previous 3-year average change in Dependent Variablei,t as (Log 

change in salesi,t-1 + Log change in salesi,t-2 + Log change in salesi,t-3)/3. 
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Most of our estimation results build on the Model (1) specification, which is: Log change in 

salesi,t = B0 + B1*Previous 3-year average change in Dependent Variablei,t + B2*Democratic proportion 

2-party votei *Presidential Winnert + B'STATE-YEAR + B'COUNTY + e. This specification incorporates 

an indicator variable for each county and state-year in our dataset. Therefore, all changes in consumption 

are calculated relative to average changes in that county (and state-year). Additionally, the standard errors 

we report are clustered at the local area unit (e.g., county) level. The Model (1) specification accounts for 

average differences in partisanship (and changes in consumption) within each state in each year. This is a 

relatively conservative approach, in that it leverages only variation in partisanship within individual states 

to estimate B2. For this reason, we also estimate Model (2), which replaces the state-year fixed effects 

with year fixed effects (while retaining the county fixed effects). The Model (2) specification is: Log 

change in salesi,t = B0 + B1*Previous 3-year average change in Dependent Variablei,t + B2*Democratic 

proportion 2-party votei *Presidential Winnert + B'YEAR + B'COUNTY + e. 

Although some states have data going back additional years, we restrict our core analysis to the 4 

presidential elections between 1990 and 2004 and to those states for which we have at least one 

observation from both a Democratic and Republican presidential victory (e.g., the state’s data series must 

include an observation for 1992 or 1996 and 2000 or 2004). Our reasoning is twofold. First, the set of 

states for which we have sales tax data for elections prior to 1992 is not representative of the partisan 

composition of the larger panel of states for the post-1992 period. Second, by confining our analysis to 

states for which we observe both Democratic and Republican victories we can differentiate the effect of 

partisan responses to the event of a presidential election from partisan responses to victories by each 

party.8 Additionally, we eliminate all counties containing a recognized Native American reservation 

because of concerns about casino gambling sites and the reporting of on-reservation sales. For these 

regressions we have up to four years of observations (one observation for each presidential election year) 

for approximately 1,450 local areas. 
                                                      

8 As we show in Table 7, columns (6) and (7), our results are similar if we analyze all available data for 
the period 1992-2004. 
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Table 3 provides estimates of the effect of presidential elections on consumption. The models test 

our core prediction that if the presidential election affects expected income, there will be a change in 

consumption immediately following the election. Column 1 estimates the effect of the presidential 

election outcome on the change in consumption from the 3rd quarter of the election year to the 1st quarter 

of the year following the presidential election using the Model (1) specification with County and State-

Year fixed effects. Confirming our prediction, the interaction between county partisanship and the 

presidential election outcome is positive and statistically significant (p-value <.05, one-tailed test).9 The 

size of this effect is also considerable. According to the estimates in Table 3, column 1, after accounting 

for the other variables included in the statistical model, following a Democratic presidential election 

victory, taxable sales are predicted to be about .9% higher in a highly Democratic county (Democratic 

proportion 2-party vote = .65) than in a very Republican one (Dem. Prop. 2-party vote = .35).10 

Alternatively, consider the relative difference between strongly partisan counties when a Democrat, rather 

than a Republican, wins office. In that case, local consumption is predicted to be about 1.8 percentage 

points greater in the highly Democratic county than in the highly Republican one.11 

<Table 3 about here> 

In column (2) we report results from the model (2) specification, which incorporates County and 

Year fixed effects. Again, we find a substantively large and statistically significant interaction between 

county partisanship and the presidential election outcome. The effect is about 30% larger than the effect 

shown in the column (1) specification, suggesting that the column (1) specification results are not being 

driven entirely by the inclusion of state-year fixed effects and consistent with the possibility that the 

results in column (1) might be mildly depressed due to measurement issues. 

Table 3, columns R3 and R4 test the robustness of these results to a different measure of local 

partisanship. The results in Table 3, columns (1) and (2), employ the average Democratic share of the 
                                                      

9 We report one-tailed tests for those variables for which our model yields directional predictions. See 
table notes for details. 
10 This figure is calculated by multiplying .030 x (.65-.35) = .030 x .3 = .009. 
11 This is calculated by multiplying .030 x (1- (-1)) x (.65-.35) = .030 x 2 x .3 = .018. 
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1992-2004 presidential vote as a measure of county partisanship. These are contemporaneous measures of 

partisan feeling and so likely to be more accurate than measures from earlier elections. These election 

years are included in the sample, however, and so partisan differences in candidate assessments, rather 

than partisanship per se, might account for some of the correlation between sales, partisanship, and the 

election outcome. In columns (R3) and (R4), we substitute the average Democratic share of the 1980-

2000 2-party presidential vote and find that the results are similar to those obtained when partisanship is 

measured using 1992-2004 vote share. In column (R3), the estimated coefficient on the interaction 

between county partisanship and the presidential election outcome is about 27% smaller than in column 

(1), and has a p-value of <.10. In column (R4), the coefficient of interest is nearly identical to the one 

shown in column (2). 

A concern with models that estimate differences in differences is that they tend to produce “false 

positive” results at high rates (Bertrand, Deflo, and Mullainathan 2004).12 Therefore, in addition to 

standard robustness checks such as those presented in columns (R3) and (R4) and later in the paper, we 

also estimated two sets of placebo regressions, which test the research design by investigating whether 

“no effect” is observed under conditions where our model predicts partisanship and consumption should 

be unrelated. Column (R5) and (R6) display results from models that analyze the relationship between 

county partisanship and consumption changes between the first and third quarters of the election year 

(e.g., when both periods are prior to the election). In the model (1) specification with county and state-

year fixed effects shown in (R5), we find a small and statistically insignificant relationship between local 

partisanship, the election outcome, and changes in consumption prior to the election. This “No effect” 

result is what we expect (unless the uncertainty about which party will win the presidential election is 

substantially reduced between the 1st and 3rd quarters). 

                                                      

12 The most common reason these errors arise is due to problems of serial correlation. We include only 
every fourth year in our dataset and include lag changes in the dependent variable, which in combination 
with area-level fixed effects should mitigate concerns about serial correlation relative to uninterrupted 
time series without lags. 
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In (R6) we employ the model (2) specification that includes year and county fixed effects. Here, 

we find a negative and statistically significant relationship between partisanship, the future election 

outcome, and changes in consumption prior to the election. This result implies that in more Democratic 

(Republican) areas consumption declines (increases) prior to a Democratic victory, and the magnitude of 

this effect is similar (in absolute terms) to the result shown in the column (2) specification. In this 

account, then, the column (2) result may originate in consumption changes from the 1st to the 3rd quarter 

prior to the election that anticipate the subsequent election outcome. This finding, however, does not 

appear in the more conservative column (R5) specification with state-year fixed effects, suggesting that it 

is caused by changes in consumption at the state-year level that are correlated with average statewide 

partisanship. 

We also estimate a second “placebo” model in columns (R7) and (R8). In these specifications, we 

test whether the outcome of the following year’s presidential election explains changes in taxable sales 

between the current year’s 3rd quarter and the 1st quarter of the election year (the dependent variable is, for 

example, [log 1992 1st quarter/1991 3rd quarter] rather than log[1993 1st quarter/1992 3rd quarter]). In 

both the model (1) specification shown in column (R7) and the model (2) specification shown in (R8) we 

find no evidence that changes in taxable sales in the year prior to the election are influenced by the 

combination of the future election outcome and local partisanship. In column (R7) the coefficient on 

partisanship interacted with the future election winner is close to zero and falls far short of statistical 

significance, while in column (R8) it is somewhat larger though still insignificant. 

In addition to this regression-based analysis, we also present our data graphically to examine the 

robustness of our central finding. Figure 2 displays graphically the relationship between post-election 

changes in consumption, election outcomes, and local partisanship. The horizontal axis plots Democratic 

vote share (divided into five percentage point bins), the left hand side vertical axis displays observed 

changes in consumption from the third quarter of an election year to the first quarter after it when a 

Democrat rather than a Republican wins the presidency (e.g., consumption change in 1992 and 1996 

relative to that change in 2000 and 2004), and the right hand side vertical axis displays the frequency of 
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observations for each level of partisan vote share. While consumption on average decreases from the third 

quarter to the first quarter of the following year (reflecting the seasonality of post-holiday and cold-

weather behavior), it increases relative to this average when the election winner matches area 

partisanship. Two additional patterns are noteworthy. First, the figure demonstrates that the linearity 

assumption employed in the regression model is a reasonable approximation for the relationship between 

partisanship and consumption change. Second, it shows that the regression results do not appear to be 

driven by changes in the most extreme partisan counties (note the similar slopes for the regression lines 

for the analysis employing all observations and the analysis restricted to those levels of Democratic vote 

share [20 to 60 percent] with at least fifty county observations). 

<Figure 2 about here> 

Table 3 shows that post-election consumption changes are correlated with partisanship. What 

accounts for this empirical relationship? Table 4 explores some of the reasons why partisanship might be 

related to differences in income expectations after the election. Recall that surveys show that partisans 

have very different expectations about the performance of the national economy when their party holds 

the presidency. Therefore, partisanship might be related to income expectations because partisans think 

national income will grow faster when their party has greater political power. Of course, parties also have 

different constituencies and policy priorities, which have substantial distributional consequences. For 

example, when a Democrat wins the White House, this might be expected to increase the income 

forecasts of racial minorities and less affluent citizens. 

<Table 4 about here> 

To capture the contribution of distributional considerations to the coefficient estimate linking 

partisanship to consumption changes, we re-estimated the models in Table 3, column (1) and (2), adding 

to the base model specification a large number of variables measuring differences in distributional 

priorities commonly ascribed to the two major parties. These measures are not available for certain 

counties, and so we restrict our analysis throughout Table 4 to those cases for which these values are 

available for all measures. Thus, the column (1) results are for the model (1) specification (County and 
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State-Year fixed effects) for this restricted sample, while the column (2) specification is the model (2) 

specification (County and Year fixed effects). Comparing the results in columns (3) through (6) with 

those shown in (1) and (2), it appears that the relationship between partisanship and economic 

expectations rests on a mixture of expectations about the distributional and general macroeconomic 

economic consequences of the election. The regressions in columns (3) and (4) of Table 4 include 

interaction terms for class (log per capita income), race (proportion African American), the poverty rate 

(proportion in poverty), the share of elderly (proportion receiving Social Security), the share of 

government employment (proportion working for the government, in civilian or military capacity), 

agricultural activity (log value of farm products per capita), and urbanization.13 The models in columns 

(5) and (6) incorporate these 7 interactions and add another 10 additional interactions, including measures 

of wealth, industry mix, and religiosity. 

After adding these variables to the original specification, the effect of partisanship is nearly 

unchanged in the model (1) specifications employing state-year fixed effects. While the coefficient on 

partisanship is somewhat more imprecisely estimated in column (5) than in (1), it is no smaller. By 

contrast, in the model (2) specifications that do not incorporate state-year fixed effects, the coefficient in 

the column (6) specification is slightly smaller than in the column (2) specification. 

Though the parties are divided by social as well as economic issues, income predicts partisanship 

fairly well, and the distributional policies of the parties often divide along class lines. The regressions 

reported in Table 4 show that the partisan differences in consumption are predicted by partisanship and 

not county income (once other factors are controlled for). To further explore the relationship between 

partisanship, income, presidential election outcomes, and consumption, we examined the relationship 

between partisanship and consumption for the wealthiest and poorest counties. Table 5 shows the average 

change in county taxable sales following Democratic wins minus the average change in consumption 

following Republican wins. The pattern of results in Table 5 is consistent with what we find in Tables 3 
                                                      

13 All specifications include county-level fixed effects and so only the interaction terms are included in 
the estimation.  
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and 4. For example, the difference between Democratic and Republican counties holds even when we 

restrict our attention to poor counties. Table 5 shows that when we restrict out attention to the very 

poorest counties in our sample, following a Democratic victory the change in consumption was nearly 6 

percentage points greater in the most Democratic than in the most Republican counties. 

<Table 5 about here> 

Our model predicts that the immediate increase in consumption will likely be sustained for some 

time after the election. However, the model is indeterminate as to how long that effect should persist. 

Once new information becomes available, for example about the true state of the economy or likely 

policy outcome, then the life-cycle model predicts that partisan-tinged expectations will have to be 

reconciled with that new reality. What is unclear is when, over the period after a presidential election, 

citizens learn how well their partisan-tinged beliefs about economic performance will or will not coincide 

with economic realities. Thus, in addition to testing the effect of partisanship on changes in consumption 

from the 3rd quarter prior to the election to the first quarter after it (which is two to five months after the 

election), we also explored changes in consumption from the third quarter prior to the election to the third 

quarter in the year after it (eight to ten months after the election). Table 6 presents these results. 

<Table 6 about here> 

The dependent variable in all columns is the change between the 3rd quarter of the election year 

and the 3rd quarter (rather than the 1st quarter, which is used in the earlier tables) of the year following the 

election.14 We find that in the column (1) and (3) specifications, which use the model (1) approach with 

state-year and county fixed effects, that the long-term effect of the interaction between partisanship and 

the election outcome is smaller than the immediate effect and not statistically significant. In column (1) 

the coefficient is .009, with a standard error of .023. Addition of the mechanism covariates used in Table 

                                                      

14 In this specification, we replace the 3-year lag with a 2-year lag that excludes the year immediately 
prior to the election, because the lag from the year prior to the election would include data from the 3rd 
quarter immediately prior to the election (and is therefore included in the calculation of the dependent 
variable). Formally, Prior 2 year’s average change in Dependent Variablei,t is (Log change in salesi,t-2 + 
Log change in salesi,t-3)/2 where Log change in salesi,t = ln(Si,t+1,3/Si,t,3). 
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4 increases the estimated effect size to .022, about 27% smaller than the result for a similar specification 

shown in column (5) of Table 4, although here the coefficient is much less precisely estimated (standard 

error of .034). (Note also the reduction in sample size, as in Table 4, caused by missing county-level 

covariates.) By contrast, employing the model (2) specification, which includes only county and year 

fixed effects, produces estimated effects that are statistically significant and larger than those shown in 

the corresponding columns of Tables 3 and 4. The contrast between the model (1) and model (2) results 

underscores the potential importance of state level omitted variables within individual state-year 

combinations that are correlated with these longer-term changes in consumption. 

Table 7 presents additional robustness checks for the finding about the relationship between 

county partisanship and the immediate increase in consumption following an election. This result, 

presented in Table 3, columns (1) and (2), is affected by certain changes in model specification.  

<Table 7 about here> 

Columns (1) through (3) of Table 7 examine the robustness of our results to different sets of 

fixed-effects and approaches to clustering of standard errors. In column (1), we re-run the Base Model (1) 

specification excluding county fixed effects while clustering standard errors at the state-year level. The 

coefficient on the interaction between county partisanship and the election outcome does not change, 

although the standard error increases somewhat relative to that shown in Table 3, so the coefficient now 

falls just short of statistical significance (column [1], p-value = .10). Column (2) alters the Base Model (2) 

specification by dropping county fixed effects and estimating the standard errors clustering at the state-

year. The estimated effect on consumption of partisanship and election outcomes is statistically 

significant and larger than the corresponding result in Table 3. In column (3) we re-run the Base Model 

(2) specification, this time excluding the lag of the dependent variable while simultaneously clustering at 

the state-year level. The magnitude of the estimated effect is identical to that shown in column (1) of 

Table 7, but the standard errors are much larger (p-value .18). 

In columns (4) and (5) we replace the Average 1992-2004 Democratic presidential vote share 

with the 1980 Democratic vote share. In the column (4) specification employing state-year fixed effects, 
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the estimated effect of partisanship is about 90% smaller than in the Base Model (1) result and is no 

longer statistically significant. This attenuation is consistent with fixed effects raising the share of 

measurement error in the independent variable (partisanship) because election outcomes within states in 

1980 may be less informative of contemporary differences in preferences. In the column (5) specification, 

which has only county and year fixed effects, the result is statistically significant and larger than the 

result shown in Base Model (2). This suggests our earlier results are neither artifacts nor caused by some 

simultaneity between expected economic performance and observed partisanship (e.g., post-treatment 

bias). 

In columns (6) and (7), we employ a measure of partisanship from a single year: 2000. This 

allows us to measure partisanship for Maine ESAs and Vermont Towns. Additionally, we relax our earlier 

restrictions that (1) a county not include a native-American reservation and (2) we observe a county after 

both a Democratic and Republican victory. In columns (6) and (7) the estimated effect of partisanship is 

about 10% larger than the effects shown in the corresponding Base Models, presented in Table 3 

(columns [1] and [2]). 

Finally, in column (8) and (9) we allow there to be separate effects of partisanship interacted with 

the election outcome in Democratic (Pres Win x Dem. prop. 2-party vote, 0 if Dem. prop<.4) and 

Republican counties (Pres Win x Dem. prop. 2-party vote, 0 if Dem. prop>=.4). There is no evidence of 

differential response in these two sets of counties, however. The coefficients for each type of county are 

nearly identical to each other and to the constrained estimate shown in Base Models (1) and (2). This 

finding, in addition to the results shown in Figure 2, also suggests that the linearity assumption imposed 

in the base specification is appropriate. 

Section 4: Conclusion 

 Partisanship is central to our conception of political behavior. There is ample evidence linking 

partisanship to candidate choice and political participation. Further, it is claimed that partisanship affects 

how citizens see the world. The contention that partisanship is an active force, producing subsequent 

differences in beliefs and expectations, is a striking claim. An indication of the broad scope of such 
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partisan influence is provided by survey evidence of large differences in partisan assessments of both 

economic performance and economic expectations. Survey evidence that partisans think their party has 

done well or that they expect their party to produce superior performance, however, may be interpreted as 

a survey response rather than as serious economic judgments. This paper extends the work on partisanship 

and economic assessments by examining whether economic behavior is consistent with the robust pattern 

of partisan differences observed in surveys. 

 The analysis of county-level taxable sales provides evidence that partisanship is associated with 

post-presidential election consumption behavior. In the absence of this behavioral confirmation, it is 

unclear whether survey responses were reliable indications of deep-seated beliefs or simply expressions 

of support for the respondents’ preferred party. Our findings lend support to the view that these responses 

should be interpreted as indicators of beliefs about the economy rather than general expressions of party 

support. 

This paper makes four contributions to the literature on political behavior. First, we provide the 

first evidence that real economic behavior is consistent with the pattern of partisan differences in 

economic assessments observed in surveys. Observed economic behavior is therefore consistent with the 

general contention that partisanship shapes the way citizens see the world of politics and public affair. 

Had we found no partisan differences in consumption following elections, this would have cast doubt on 

the importance of survey reports of different partisan expectations regarding the economy, as well as on 

the whole collection of partisan tinged responses to economic assessment items. Given that some believe 

that the differences in partisan assessments stem from perceptual biases, showing that perceptual 

differences appear to be real rather than a survey artifact bolsters the claim that partisanship causes real 

perceptual bias. Since perceptual bias is a (perhaps the) key channel through which partisanship affects 

political behavior, our failure to discredit the survey reports of partisan divergence is a step toward more 

firmly establishing the empirical significance of perceptual bias and partisanship. 

Second, the finding that behavior is consistent with survey reports of economic expectations lends 

a measure of added credibility to analysis of political behavior through surveys. Determining whether the 
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link between partisanship and survey measures of economic performance is an artifact or real speaks to 

the important methodological question of how much confidence political analysts should have in surveys 

as a tool for studying political behavior. Despite the ubiquitous presence of survey data in political 

analysis, previous attempts to validate survey responses beyond demographic information are rare and 

mostly limited to voter turnout. 

Additionally, there is a subtle difference between our work and prior attempts to validate survey 

responses. For many survey items the validation exercise is to confirm that reported behavior did in fact 

occur. Previous work examining the accuracy of survey response compares reported behavior against 

administrative records. While there are practical difficulties with this process, it is a conceptually straight-

forward accounting problem. Our problem is more complicated, because there is no way to directly verify 

subject attitudes. Instead, we must identify an observable implication of the attitudes expressed in a 

survey and then use this observable implication to infer something about the attitudes used in decision 

making. Of course, one unavoidable hazard to this effort is that if the theory used to connect attitudes to 

behavior is flawed, inferences about the validity of the survey measure can be compromised by errors in 

the theoretical link between attitudes and the observable behavior. 

Third, our work suggests that citizens respond quickly to political events and alter their 

consumption behavior in anticipation of policy and economic changes they expect to occur.15 This is a 

more complex behavioral response than using a rule of thumb to adjust current behavior in response to 

actual changes in income or even in response to passage of a particular piece of legislation. A striking 

feature of our results is that a change in consumption occurs between the third quarter preceding an 

election and the first quarter following it. During this period no new major legislative initiatives are 

typically passed, let alone implemented. It is also implausible that there were any important 

administrative changes affecting family income. Rather, citizens appear to be adjusting their consumption 

based on expected income rather than today’s income. 
                                                      

15 For recent survey-based evidence suggesting that citizens anticipate election outcomes in generating 
economic forecasts, see Ladner and Wlezien (2007). 
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Recent theoretical models in political economy sometimes assume that voters alter their political 

behavior in response to the anticipated effects of economic policies. Are such models, where voters 

incorporate future considerations into current decisions, plausible? Our findings suggest that they are—

citizens appear to anticipate future outcomes associated with resolving uncertainty about which party will 

control the presidency before those policy outcomes occur. More specifically, there is an ongoing debate 

over whether voters are “peasants,” who evaluate candidates by looking back over the past and 

extrapolating forward, or “bankers,” who observe where the economy is today but also give politicians 

“credit” for foreseeable improvements in current conditions (Erikson, MacKuen, and Stimson 2000; 

MacKuen, Erikson, and Stimson 1992). Our finding suggesting that citizens alter their current behavior in 

response to political events that yield future income further supports the notion that voters might alter 

their voting behavior in anticipation of future economic events. 

A final contribution of our analysis is to encourage an examination of how political events affect 

mass behavior. Many previous studies have shown that non-political events, such as economic 

performance, affect political behavior, such as voting. There is, however, very little research on the 

reverse relationship, the effect of politics on mass economic behavior.16 

 Our analysis nonetheless leaves some important questions unanswered. Our investigation of 

consumption changes was motivated by ex ante hypotheses regarding how partisanship might influence 

the individual response to changes in partisan control of the White House. The estimated effect of 

presidential party was consistent with the hypothesis that individual partisanship shapes perceptions and 

in turn drives consumption. However, the estimated effect was quite large, and perhaps too large, to be 

explained solely by individual responses to political events. Our model estimates show that, compared to 

a county that is equally Democrat and Republican, in counties that are 30 percentage points more 

Democratic than Republican (the county’s Democratic vote share is .65) consumption following a 

                                                      

16 One exception is work that links consumer confidence to the election cycle (Suzuki 1992) or political 
events (e.g., De Boef and Kellstedt 2004). This research explains movements in a survey measure 
(consumer confidence) rather than economic behavior. 
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Democratic win is approximately 0.9 % higher than it would have been had a Republican won.17 To 

account entirely for this county-level effect through a common individual partisan response would require 

that, all else equal, Republicans (35% of the population in the example) respond strongly to a Democratic 

presidential win by reducing consumption by roughly 3 percentage points and Democrats (65% of the 

population in the example) increase consumption by the same amount.18 In contrast, this relatively 

modest change in consumption could also be produced if all the citizens in an area increased their 

consumption by .9 % after a Democratic win in places that were “heavily” Democratic. While we attem

to model county level changes in consumption through the use of control variables tailored to various 

ideas about why county-wide consumption changes might occur, to explore this issue further it would be

helpful to have data on individual partisanship and consumption, which, alas, are not readily availab

More generally, it would be very interesting to use individual level data on other behaviors relat

expectations about the future to see if there are correlations between behavioral changes and partisanship 

at both the individual and area level. Among other things, we might measure whether people who do not 

share the partisanship of the majority, but live in partisan areas, tend to mimic the behavior of their 

partisan neighbors. Uncovering evidence of these social effects would be a fascinating complement to the 

empirical results we report. 
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Further, we attribute the partisan pattern in the change in consumption to partisan differences in 

expectations regarding national economic performance. As we discuss in the text, some of the partisan 

response to the election might be due to partisans expecting a more or less favorable distribution of 

national income following the election. We show that our conclusions are robust to controlling for 

measures of many such distributional factors, but it is impossible to remove all doubt. Despite our 

attempts to investigate the implications of geographic targeting, it is possible that some portion of the 

 

17 Using the results from column (1) of Table 3, the calculation is: (.65-.5)*.03*2=.009. 
18 The calculation is .65Δ - .35Δ = .009, Δ=.03.   
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partisan response to the election is due to the anticipation of targeted benefits.19 Democratic areas may 

expect that, when a Democrat wins the White House, spending will be targeted to their area. If individual 

level data were available, we could examine differences in how spending reacts to an election result by 

Democratic and Republican partisans, controlling for the partisan composition of their geographic area. 

Finally, we rely on average presidential vote share to proxy county partisanship. While vote 

shares are very highly correlated with geographic variation in partisanship, use of a proxy variable 

introduces the possibility of measurement error which tends to attenuate estimated coefficient estimates. 

This concern might be addressed by merging validated behavioral measures with survey data that 

measures partisanship. Until this issue and the others mentioned earlier are fully addressed, our empirical 

findings and interpretations should be considered as an initial, but far from final, step in establishing the 

link between partisanship and real economic decisions. These qualifications aside, this paper 

demonstrates that there are gains to be made from refining our understanding of how partisanship works 

and, more generally, from improving our knowledge about how citizens form their opinions about politics 

and public affairs. The process by which an average citizen absorbs information, forms judgments, and 

then acts on them, mainly as a voter, is the fundamental political process in mass democracy. 

Understanding this process is as fundamental to political science as understanding the cell is to biology. 

Our research provides new evidence that the behavior of citizens as partisan consumers extends far 

beyond the reach of surveys into important social and economic interactions in society at large. 

                                                      

19 To explore this possibility more fully, we also estimated a model in which a state’s partisanship is 
interacted with the presidential election winner. Because many geographically targeted benefits are 
directed to individual states, this approach allows us to ascertain whether citizens of different states 
anticipate that benefits will flow to their state when its partisanship aligns with that of the President. We 
find no evidence that state-level partisanship affects consumption change over and above the effect of 
local partisanship. Additionally, because the set of pivotal (or “battleground”) states is relatively stable for 
the set of elections we study, our area fixed-effects account for changes in economic behavior associated 
with the expected targeting of government resources to areas that are closely contested politically. 
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Appendix: Proof of model predictions 

For convenience, assume that the consumer is a Democrat. The consumer’s problem is: 

Choose C1, C2D, C3D, C2R, C3R to 

Maximize: p[U(C1)+U(C2D)+U(C3D)] + (1-p) [U(C1) + U(C2R) + U(C3R)] 

subject to: C1+C2D+C3D = YD , C1+C2R+C3R = YR, where for compactness Yj is the income to the consumer 

when party j wins the election. 

Substituting the budget constraints into the maximand, we have 

Maximize: p[U(YD - C2D - C3D)+U(C2D)+U(C3D)] + (1-p) [U(YR - C2R - C3R ) + U(C2R) + U(C3R)]. 

Suppose that utility for each period is quadratic: AC – BC2, where A and B are greater than 0, and C is the 

consumption level. Differentiating with respect to consumption levels and setting the result equal to zero 

produces 4 equations and 4 unknowns. Solving for consumption levels yields: 

(1)    C2D
*

 = C3D
* = [YD – E(Y) /3] / 2, 

 
(1)'   C2R

*
 = C3R

* = [YR – E(Y) /3] / 2, 

where E(Y) = p YD + (1-p) YR . To solve for the first period consumption use (1) or (1)' and the budget constraint. 

To show how (1) matches the results reported in the text, we can rewrite: YD = E(Y) + (1-p)D, 

where D = YD -YR . Substituting for YD in (1) reproduces the result. 
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Table 1: Local sales data included in analysis

State Units in state Period Unit Type of tax
AL 67 1994-2001 County Statewide sales tax
AR 75 2001-2006 County Statewide sales tax
AZ 15 1982-2006 County Statewide sales tax
CA 58 1979-2005 County Statewide sales tax
CO 64 1980-2005 County Statewide sales tax
FL 67 1978-2006 County Statewide sales tax
GA 159 1999-2006 County Local option sales and special use taxes
IA 99 1979-2006 County Statewide sales tax
ID 44 1980-2005 County Statewide sales tax
IL 102 1992-2005 County County and Municipal sales tax
KS 105 1980-2005 County Statewide sales tax
ME 43 1986-2006 Economic summary area Statewide sales tax
MN 87 1989-1996 County Statewide sales tax
MO 115 1990-2006 County Statewide sales tax
NC 100 1990-2005 County Statewide sales tax
NE 92 1984-2006 County Statewide sales tax
OK 77 1980-2006 County Statewide sales tax
SC 46 1987-2006 County Statewide sales tax
SD 66 1996-2005 County Statewide sales tax
TN 95 1986-2006 County Statewide sales tax
TX 254 1979-2005 County Statewide sales tax
UT 29 1980-2005 County Statewide sales tax
VA 135 1989-2006 County Statewide sales tax
VT 97 2000-2005 Town Statewide sales tax
WA 39 1990-2006 County Statewide sales tax
WI 58 1992-2006 County Local option county sales tax

Note: These are all states for which we have collected any data. Sample restrictions in the Table 3 
specifications (e.g., requiring (a) one Democratic and one Republican victory, (b) the availability of 
historical election data for Maine ESAs and Vermont towns, and (c) a sufficient series to construct 
historical lags) eliminate 7 states from that analysis. All observations for presidential election years 1992-
2004 are used in the Table 7, columns (6) and (7) specifications.



Table 2: Summary statistics for model variables

Variable Mean Std. Dev.
Log(Next year's 1q sales/Current year's 3q sales) -0.090 0.186
Dem. Prop. 2-party Pres. vote 1992-2004 0.427 0.117
Log Per Capita Income 2000 ($1,000s) 3.112 0.215
Prop. Pop. Black 2000 0.079 0.126
Prop. Pop. in Poverty 1997 0.149 0.059
Prop. Pop. Receiving Social Security 1999 0.198 0.052
Prop. Pop. Working for Government (Civilian and Military) 1998 0.086 0.042
Log Value of Farm Products Sold Per Capita 1997 ($1,000s) 0.470 1.751
Metropolitan county 0.337 0.473
Log Median Household Income 1997 ($1,000s) 3.459 0.217
Prop. Pop. Age 25+ w/ BA or more 2000 0.170 0.080
Log Federal Funds and Grants Per Capita 1999 ($1,000s) 1.601 0.403
Log Government Transfers Per Capita 1998 ($1,000s) 1.298 0.256
Log Banking Deposits Per Capita 1999 ($1,000s) 2.411 0.513
Mining-dependent county 0.042 0.199
Manufacturing-dependent county 0.243 0.429
Recreation-destination county 0.080 0.272
Retirement-destination county 0.154 0.361
Church members per capita 1990 0.372 0.172
N=5426. Summary statistics are for cases included in columns (1) and (2) of Table 3.



Table 3: The Effect of Partisanship and Election Outcomes on Local Taxable Sales

(1) (2) (R3) (R4) (R5) (R6) (R7) (R8)

Base Model (1), 
County and State-
Year Fixed Effects

Base Model (2), 
County and Year 

Fixed Effects

Model (1), 
Partisanship 1980-

2000

Model (2), 
Partisanship 1980-

2000

Placebo Tests: Prior to Election Effects

Model (1) Model (2) Model (1) Model (2)

Log(Next year's 1q sales/Current year's 3q sales)
Log(Current year's 3q sales/Current 

year's 1q sales)
Log(Next year's 1q sales/Current 

year's 3q sales)
Avg. Dem. prop. 2-party Pres. vote 1992-2004
     x Pres. win (1=Dem., -1=Rep.)

0.030** 0.039*** -0.008 -0.040**
[0.015] [0.015] [0.018] [0.016]

Avg. Dem. prop. 2-party Pres. vote 1980-2000 
     x Pres. win (1=Dem., -1=Rep.)

0.022* 0.040***
[0.016] [0.016]

Avg. Dem. prop. 2-party Pres. vote 1992-2004
     x Pres. win (1=Dem., -1=Rep.) in following year

0.004 0.022
[0.018] [0.016]

Prev. 3 year avg. change in D.V. 0.144*** 0.200*** 0.143*** 0.200*** 0.257*** 0.197*** 0.130** 0.104**
[0.042] [0.041] [0.042] [0.041] [0.066] [0.060] [0.063] [0.053]

Constant 0.035 0.037*** 0.039* 0.037*** 0.087 0.026*** -0.165 0.028***
[0.023] [0.008] [0.023] [0.008] [0.063] [0.007] [0.171] [0.007]

Observations 5426 5426 5426 5426 5325 5325 5189 5189
R-squared 0.811 0.777 0.811 0.777 0.835 0.810 0.825 0.809
County (Area) Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Fixed Effects No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
State-Year Fixed Effects Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No
Note: Dependent variable is Log(Next year's 1q sales/Current year's 3q sales) in columns (1)-(R4), (R7), and (R8) and Log(Current year's 3q sales/Current year's 1q sales) in (R5) and (R6). Sample is years 1992, 
1996, 2000, and 2004 in columns (1)-(R6) and 1991, 1995, 1999, and 2003 in columns (R7) and (R8). Analysis restricted to all areas without Native American reservations for which data are available for at least 
one Democratic and one Republican presidential victory in this period. This causes us to exclude observations from AL, AR, GA, ME, MN, SD, and VT. Missing consumption data cause sample size variation 
across columns.
In the column (R5)-(R8) specifications we exclude counties from Iowa in 1996 because of catastrophic flooding in the state in 1993 and 1996 that disrupted economic activity between the 1st and 3rd quarter for 
some counties. With those observations, the coefficient on Avg. Dem. prop. 2-party Pres. vote 1992-2004 x Pres. win (1=Dem., -1=Rep.) is .029 (SE .027) in column (R5) and -.013 (SE .025) in column (R6) while 
the coefficient on Avg. Dem. prop. 2-party Pres. vote 1992-2004 x Pres. win (1=Dem., -1=Rep.) in following year is .034 (SE .028) in (R7) and -.002 (SE .026) in (R8).
Robust standard errors in brackets, clustered at the county level. * indicates significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%, two-tailed tests, except for one-tailed tests for partisanship x election 
outcome variables in columns (1)-(R4).



Table 4: Testing Additional Mechanisms for the Effects of Election Outcomes on Local Consumption

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
County and 
State-Year 

Fixed Effects, 
this sample

County and 
Year Fixed 
Effects, this 

sample
Model (1), 

Mechanism I
Model (2), 

Mechanism I
Model (1), 

Mechanism II
Model (2), 

Mechanism II
Avg. Dem. prop. 2-party Pres. vote 1992-2004
     x Pres. win (1=Dem., -1=Rep.)

0.029** 0.034*** 0.038** 0.044*** 0.030** 0.032**
[0.014] [0.013] [0.018] [0.014] [0.018] [0.015]

Log Per Capita Income 2000 ($1,000s) x Pres. win (1=Dem., -1=Rep.) 0.017 0.018* -0.014 -0.015
[0.011] [0.010] [0.017] [0.016]

Prop. Pop. Black 2000 x Pres. Win 0.011 0.052*** 0.023 0.053***
[0.018] [0.014] [0.019] [0.016]

Prop. Pop. in Poverty 1997 x Pres. Win -0.002 -0.067 0.040 0.059
[0.053] [0.041] [0.082] [0.071]

Prop. Pop. Receiving Social Security 1999 x Pres. Win 0.023 0.033 0.080 0.085
[0.036] [0.034] [0.070] [0.071]

Prop. Pop. Working for Government (Civilian and Military) 1998 
     x Pres. Win

-0.040 0.013 -0.069 -0.010
[0.027] [0.030] [0.044] [0.046]

Log Value of Farm Products Sold Per Capita 1997 ($1,000s) 
     x Pres. Win

0.001 0.003*** 0.002 0.003**
[0.001] [0.001] [0.001] [0.001]

Metropolitan county x Pres. Win 0.003 0.000 0.004 0.005
[0.004] [0.004] [0.004] [0.004]

Log Median Household Income 1997 ($1,000s) x Pres. Win 0.024 0.034
[0.028] [0.025]

Prop. Pop. Age 25+ w/ BA or more 2000 x Pres. Win 0.050 0.064*
[0.036] [0.039]

Log Federal Funds and Grants Per Capita 1999 ($1,000s) x Pres. Win 0.000 -0.003
[0.007] [0.007]

Log Government Transfers Per Capita 1998 ($1,000s) x Pres. Win -0.003 -0.002
[0.016] [0.015]

Log Banking Deposits Per Capita 1999 ($1,000s) x Pres. Win 0.012** 0.014***
[0.005] [0.005]

Mining-dependent county x Pres. Win -0.010 -0.010
[0.009] [0.009]

Manufacturing-dependent county x Pres. Win 0.003 0.011***
[0.004] [0.004]

Recreation-destination county x Pres. Win -0.001 0.005
[0.006] [0.006]

Retirement-destination county x Pres. Win -0.004 -0.010***
[0.004] [0.004]

Church members per capita 1990 x Pres. Win -0.027* 0.003
[0.015] [0.011]

Prev. 3 year avg. change in D.V. 0.086*** 0.162*** 0.087*** 0.156*** 0.088*** 0.155***
[0.030] [0.033] [0.030] [0.033] [0.030] [0.032]

Constant 0.039** 0.029*** 0.135*** 0.093** 0.159 0.170*
[0.018] [0.006] [0.049] [0.037] [0.106] [0.088]

Observations 4780 4780 4780 4780 4780 4780
R-squared 0.817 0.766 0.818 0.769 0.819 0.772
County (Area) Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Fixed Effects No Yes No Yes No Yes
State-Year Fixed Effects Yes No Yes No Yes No
Note: Fixed effects for county (area) included in all models. Dependent variable is Log(Next year's 1q sales/Current year's 3q sales). Sample is the same as in Table 3, with the 
additional restriction that covariates listed in the columns (5) and (6) specifications are available.
Robust standard errors in brackets, clustered at the county level. * indicates significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%, two-tailed tests, except for one-tailed 
tests for partisanship x election outcome variables in columns (1)-(6).



Table 5: Average Change in Consumption Following Democratic Presidential Victories Minus Change in Consumption Following 
Republican Presidential Victories, by County Wealth and Partisanship

15% Poorest Counties
Log Change in Taxable Sales, Democratic 

Wins - Republican Wins
Partisanship Mean S.D. Representative Counties
25% Most Republican -0.051 0.131 Bland and Patrick Counties in Virginia
25% Most Democratic 0.009 0.049 Brunswick and Dickenson Counties in Virginia

15% Richest Counties
Log Change in Taxable Sales, Democratic 

Wins - Republican Wins
Partisanship Mean S.D. Representative Counties
25% Most Republican -0.031 0.038 Nassau, Okaloosa, and Santa Rosa Counties in Florida
25% Most Democratic 0.011 0.062 Monroe, Orange, Palm Beach, and Pinellas Counties in Florida
Note: County wealth classified on the basis of 2000 average per capita income. Log(Next year's 1q sales/Current year's 3q sales) 1992, 
1996, 2000, and 2004 is for all counties for which data are available for at least one Democratic and one Republican presidential victory in 
this period. Partisanship breakdown, using county average presidential vote share from 1992 to 2004, is among counties within wealth 
categories. 50 to 139 counties in each cell. Pairwise T-tests (one-tailed) can each reject at the .002 level the null hypothesis that 
consumption changes are identical across levels of partisanship within levels of county wealth.



Table 6: Persistence of the Effect of Partisanship and Election Outcomes on Local Taxable Sales

(1) (2) (3) (4)
County and 
State-Year 

Fixed Effects

County and 
Year Fixed 

Effects
Model (1), 

Mechanism
Model (2), 

Mechanism
Avg. Dem. prop. 2-party Pres. vote 1992-2004
     x Pres. win (1=Dem., -1=Rep.)

0.009 0.068*** 0.022 0.046**
[0.023] [0.023] [0.034] [0.029]

Log Per Capita Income 2000 ($1,000s) x Pres. win (1=Dem., -1=Rep.) 0.007 0.026
[0.022] [0.028]

Prop. Pop. Black 2000 x Pres. Win -0.006 0.032
[0.029] [0.021]

Prop. Pop. in Poverty 1997 x Pres. Win -0.085 0.079
[0.115] [0.116]

Prop. Pop. Receiving Social Security 1999 x Pres. Win -0.225** -0.082
[0.101] [0.125]

Prop. Pop. Working for Government (Civilian and Military) 1998 
     x Pres. Win

-0.117** -0.028
[0.054] [0.064]

Log Value of Farm Products Sold Per Capita 1997 ($1,000s) 
     x Pres. Win

0.000 -0.001
[0.003] [0.002]

Metropolitan county x Pres. Win 0.000 0.001
[0.004] [0.006]

Log Median Household Income 1997 ($1,000s) x Pres. Win -0.017 0.026
[0.034] [0.041]

Prop. Pop. Age 25+ w/ BA or more 2000 x Pres. Win 0.084** 0.071
[0.042] [0.060]

Log Federal Funds and Grants Per Capita 1999 ($1,000s) x Pres. Win 0.014 0.003
[0.013] [0.013]

Log Government Transfers Per Capita 1998 ($1,000s) x Pres. Win 0.021 0.003
[0.018] [0.022]

Log Banking Deposits Per Capita 1999 ($1,000s) x Pres. Win 0.005 0.007
[0.007] [0.008]

Mining-dependent county x Pres. Win -0.046*** -0.046***
[0.018] [0.016]

Manufacturing-dependent county x Pres. Win 0.004 0.006
[0.004] [0.005]

Recreation-destination county x Pres. Win 0.009 0.014
[0.010] [0.011]

Retirement-destination county x Pres. Win 0.005 0.002
[0.006] [0.008]

Church members per capita 1990 x Pres. Win 0.007 0.092***
[0.021] [0.023]

Prev. 2 year avg. change in D.V. -0.009 -0.035 0.003 0.005
[0.042] [0.034] [0.041] [0.032]

Constant 0.071*** 0.073*** 0.050 0.311**
[0.016] [0.010] [0.138] [0.146]

Observations 5229 5229 4582 4582
R-squared 0.527 0.303 0.524 0.335
County (Area) Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Fixed Effects No Yes No Yes
State-Year Fixed Effects Yes No Yes No
Note: Fixed effects for county (area) included in all models. Dependent variable is Log(Next year's 3q sales/Current year's 3q sales). Sample 
restriction is the same as for Table 3.
Robust standard errors in brackets, clustered at the county level. * indicates significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%, two-
tailed tests, except for one-tailed tests for partisanship x election outcome variables in columns (1)-(4).



Table 7: Sensitivity of Estimates of the Effect of Partisanship and Election Outcomes on Local Consumption

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Partisanship, 1980

Partisanship 2000, No Dem. and Rep. 
Victory Restriction, and including 
Native American reservations (All 
States Listed in Table 1 for 1992-

2004)
Separate Effects for Dem. and Rep. 

Counties

Only State-Year 
Fixed Effects, 

Cluster state-year

Only Year Fixed 
Effects, Cluster 

state-year

No lagged D.V., 
County and Year 

Fixed Effects, 
Cluster State-Year

Model (1) (County 
and State-Year 
Fixed Effects)

Model (2) (County 
and Year Fixed 

Effects) Model (1) Model (2) Model (1) Model (2)
Avg. Dem. prop. 2-party Pres. vote 1992-2004
     x Pres. win (1=Dem., -1=Rep.)

0.033 0.061*** 0.033
[0.026] [0.027] [0.035]

Dem. Prop. 2-party vote 1980 
     x Pres. win (1=Dem., -1=Rep.)

0.003 0.025**
[0.016] [0.015]

Dem. prop. 2-party vote 2000 
     x Pres. win (1=Dem., -1=Rep.)

0.034** 0.045***
[0.015] [0.015]

Avg. Dem. prop. 2-party vote 1992-2004 x Pres. win 
     x Dem. prop >= .40 (above median)

0.031* 0.040**
[0.021] [0.020]

Avg. Dem. prop. 2-party vote 1992-2004 x Pres. win 
     x Dem. prop < .40 (below median)

0.031 0.041*
[0.033] [0.031]

Dem. Prop. 2-party Pres. vote 1992-2004 0.078** 0.043
[0.036] [0.031]

Prev. 3 year avg. change in D.V. 0.740*** 0.777*** 0.144*** 0.201*** 0.159*** 0.216*** 0.144*** 0.200***
[0.077] [0.064] [0.042] [0.041] [0.043] [0.043] [0.042] [0.041]

Constant -0.004 0.006 0.035 0.023 0.030*** 0.418*** -0.059*** 0.037* 0.037***
[0.015] [0.019] [0.034] [0.020] [0.007] [0.023] [0.007] [0.021] [0.011]

Observations 5426 5426 5426 5426 5426 6583 6583 5426 5426
R-squared 0.633 0.589 0.770 0.811 0.777 0.863 0.838 0.811 0.777
County (Area) Fixed Effects No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year Fixed Effects No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
State-Year Fixed Effects Yes No No Yes No Yes No Yes No
Note: Dependent variable is Log(Next year's 1q sales/Current year's 3q sales). Sample is years 1992, 1996, 2000, and 2004. Except in columns (6) and (7), analysis is restricted to all areas for which data are available for at least one 
Democratic and one Republican presidential victory in this period.
Robust standard errors in brackets, clustered at the county (area) level unless otherwise specified. * indicates significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%, two-tailed tests, except for one-tailed tests for partisanship x election 
outcome variables in columns (1)-(9).
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